
Look at the scales. What can you tell me about these objects? Use the words heavier, lighter or equal.

The banana is ________ than the apple.  
The apple is ______ than the banana. 

The beans are _________ than the crisps. 
The crisps are ________ than the beans.

The crayons are ________ to the Lego. 
The Lego is ________ to the crayons. 

RECALL (1) – WEIGHT / MASS 3 BEFORE ME 

Sort these objects from lightest from heaviest using the weight measurements.

Lightest ___________________________________________________________________ Heaviest

12 grams 20 grams 1 gram 42 grams 46 grams 16 grams

Would these items be more than one kilogram (1000 grams) or less? Write more or less beneath each item. 



RECALL (2) – READING SCALES

What number is the dial pointing to on the scale?

What would be halfway between each hundred interval? 

3 BEFORE ME 



Success Criteria

Some will even show this above 1kg. 

Some will identify mass not on scale (100g intervals). 

Most will identify mass/ numbers shown on scale. 

All will find and record mass on food packaging.



LEARNING HABITS?



GUIDED PRACTICE (1)
Here are some kitchen scales that can be used to measure the weight (mass) of food.
This scale measures in grams (g).  The dial moves around clockwise as the weight gets heavier.

100 grams

0 grams 

200 grams

300 grams

400 grams

500 grams

600 grams

700 grams

800 grams

900 grams

https://www.teacherled.com/iresources/scales/mass/

https://www.teacherled.com/iresources/scales/mass/


GUIDED PRACTICE (2)
Mass is often written on food packaging. 
Have a look at the selection of food items on your table. Can you find the mass of each item? 



INTELLIGENT PRACTICE (1)

Have a look at the selection of food items on your table. Find the mass written on the packaging. Predict 
where the dial will move to then check on your scales. Record it under the correct heading in the table. 

Less than 
100g

101g –
200g

201g -
300g

301g –
400g

401g –
500g

501g –
600g

601g –
800g

801g –
1000g



Draw a line to match the food item to the correct scale.
Chicken soup                 Pasta                     Frozen chips        Chicken strips              Roast potatoes

INTELLIGENT PRACTICE (2)

(400g)
(200g)

(600g)(1000g) (800g)

3 BEFORE ME 

Draw the weight onto the scales. BE CAREFUL: The scale is different to the scales used in class. 

(200g) (600g) (800g)



Draw a line to match the food item to the correct scale.
Maltesers Rice                            Cereal                              Butter                Vegetable

INTELLIGENT PRACTICE (3)

(100g) (300g) (500g)(700g) (900g)

3 BEFORE ME 

Draw the weight onto the scales. BE CAREFUL: The scale is different to the scales used in class. 

(300g) (500g) (700g)



Sophie is measuring some different vegetables. What is the mass of each vegetable. 

a)                                                        b)                                                       c)

1

2

DIVE DEEPER 1

The dial points to 0 grams as there is nothing on the 
scale. Some of the numbers are missing. 

• If I add a banana that weighs 100 grams, where will 
the dial face? Draw the hand with a blue crayon. 

• I remove the banana and I add a pear that weighs 
500 gram, where will the dial face now? Draw the 
hand with a red crayon. 

• I remove the pear and I add a tin of soup that weighs 
800 grams. Where will the dial face now? Draw the 
hand with a green crayon. 



The scale is different to the scales 
we used in class.
Look carefully at the dial and 
intervals between the given numbers. 

What does each little line represent 
(go up by)? 

How heavy is the object?

1000 grams (1kg) is the greatest weight 
something can weigh. 
True or false?

Scale A shows _____g. 
Scale be shows ____ g.

Which scale has gone over 1kg? How do you 
know? 
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

1

2

DIVE DEEPER 2
I am measuring 
some rice on a 
scale. It looks 
different to the
scale we have 
used before.

How many grams 
does the rice 
weigh?

Explain how you 
worked it out. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

3

4

5 List objects that would be heavier than 1kg. 
•

•

•

•


